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I Am Mad

8/7/03  Apparently you do not read very well. Or you do not perceive very well. You are
not the normal Branhamite. Most Branhamites are not dumb. They do have some measure
of intelligence. It is their judgment that is faulty. They do not know how to judge things
according to the Word and receive all sorts of fantasy and lies.
... read more ...
You think I am of the devil because I question and challenge Branham's lies and
perversions. That's ok if that is your response. However, you have not dealt with the
problems and until you do you are just deceiving yourself.
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I am saved, born again according to Acts 2:38. I am a holiness Jesus Name Apostolic
Pastor. I have been a Pastor since 1972. I am a well read and studied man. I did not fall
off the turnip wagon last week. I have examined all sorts of religions and false doctrines.
The Branhamite false doctrine was one of the first I had to deal with as a young man. I
was threatened 30 years ago that I would die if I rejected Branham. I was told then, I
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wouldn't live long! I am not moved by threats of fear and damnation. I have called a
spade a spade and a lie a lie by the Word of God. Branham lied when he claimed he was
the Elijah of Malachi 4 and he lied when he claimed to be the seventh angel. Jesus already
said John fulfilled Malachi, and Branham by his own mouth said the Church was gone after
Revelation 3 and from 4 to 19 was for Jews only during the tribulation. How then could he
be the seventh angel in Rev 10:1 if this happens after the Church is gone and Branham is
gone with the Church? He lied and that is all there is to it!
Let me finish this email in a different tone.
My stand is against Branham and I will continue to stand against him and expose his lies. I
am praying for all of you that some how your eyes may be opened to the inconsistencies
and outright deception Branham used. If you want to die in his errors I will live with it. I am
not chargeable for any of your souls.
I am saved, born again according to Acts 2:38. I am a holiness Jesus Name Apostolic
Pastor. I have been a Pastor since 1972. I am a well read and studied man. I did not fall
off the turnip wagon last week. I have examined all sorts of religions and false doctrines.
The Branhamite false doctrine was one of the first I had to deal with as a young man. I
was threatened 30 years ago that I would die if I rejected Branham. I was told then, I
wouldn't live long! I am not moved by threats of fear and damnation. I have called a
spade a spade and a lie a lie by the Word of God. Branham lied when he claimed he was
the Elijah of Malachi 4 and he lied when he claimed to be the seventh angel. Jesus already
said John fulfilled Malachi, and Branham by his own mouth said the Church was gone after
Revelation 3 and from 4 to 19 was for Jews only during the tribulation. How then could he
be the seventh angel in Rev 10:1 if this happens after the Church is gone and Branham is
gone with the Church? He lied and that is all there is to it!
Come out of that mess, ALL OF YOU!
Pastor Reckart
http://jesusmessiah.com/html/branham.html
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Sent: Thursday, August 07, 2003 6:21 PM
Subject: Re: Come back to the Wordmedizinatlas@gmx.de
Reckardt . I personaly have asked you a few straight fwd questions. You have ignored
them all. Well it goes to show you are only a person that does not know the Word and
Revelationless now hoping to sow discord amoung the true Bride of Christ that has the
revelation of the Word.
Again. Answer truthfully
I challange you in the name of Jesus Christ, Satan you are exposed.
Can Satan cast out Satan?
What happened to that seed of the serpent in Genises, where is it today?
Can Satan heal?
Are you from the seed of Abraham................... the Word says that Christians are, are
you?
You know that if you answer this you will have to admit that Br Branham was a man
anointed of God.
He by the power of God: Raised the dead
Gave the blind back their sight
https://web.archive.org/web/20111012041849/http://wmb1.com/portico/modules.php?name=News&file=article&sid=26
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Made the lame to walk
Gave the deaf back their hearing
Deserned the hearts of men and woman as Jesus did to the woman at the well
Gods patiens were from statesmen, kings to the poorest of the poor.
Documented cases.
What about the Pillar of Fire. The FBI confirmed it as super natural
Anton Koen
Sent: Thursday, August 07, 2003
Subject: Re: Come back to the Word
John:
It is obvious your mind is muddled to the point you will not accept reality. You live and
think in the realm of fantasy. Do you think I quoted dumb men when they said what the
wind speed and direction was at the time of the launch of the Thor rocket? Hey guy, when
they report the wind speed and direction that settles it. Their reports are based on facts.
I'll accept that. You reports are false! Got that false!
I also live in Florida and have witnessed several launches of the space shuttle and other
rockets. There are all sorts of weird designs in the upper elevations caused by the vapor
and smoke. The upper air troughs and wind whip these into all sorts of shapes. Some even
have circle clouds that form. Even volcano's emit circle clouds. What people see in clouds is
their own imagination. They own fantasy. There is absolutely no reality in any cloud form,
shape, or design. To claim there is shows insanity. But then, people see things in tea
leaves, livers, and crystal balls also. So I can understand the power of your deception.
The whole paragraph you wrote about the Thor explosion and cloud being seen and heard
by Branham is an insane conclusion. I never said any such thing nor even hinted at such
and insane suggestion. Branham was a liar and I would tell him so to his face. If he is alive
as you claim then I say it to his FACE RIGHT NOW! WILLIAM BRANHAM YOU WERE A LIAR
AND YOU ARE STILL A LIAR! Branham was a liar when he was alive and he is now a dead
liar. Yes, there were others who called him a liar when he was alive. These did not die! All
he could do was turn and damn them to hell for being in a Pentecostal lodge, Apostolic
lodge, or the such like and claim they were part of Rome. Then here he was a
Freemason all the long believing truth came through the zodiac, the
pyramids, and the Bible. The man was a nut. He was out in the twilight zone. He mixed
truth with fantasy and lies. No, God did not blow up a rocket to authenticate Branham.
Branham was no where near that cloud. He was 190 miles to the south and that cloud was
never over Tucson or over the area 40 miles to the north in Sabino Canyon. And, neither
you, nor Branham, nor any other nut will be able to get that cloud down there and then
back up to Flagstaff. Go ahead and try! Let me see your fantasy work that out!
I have pointed out the lies and errors of Branham in claiming this cloud originated from a
visit of angels to him. You can continue to believe the lies and go on to hell if you want. I
have chosen not to accept or believe Branham because of his lies and perversions...
I am going to stand for the Jesus name Truth. And, I am going to stand against Branham
and Branhamites till I do pass to my reward. I will not receive an antichrist into my home or
Church!
Repent all you Branhamites and come out of that mess!
https://web.archive.org/web/20111012041849/http://wmb1.com/portico/modules.php?name=News&file=article&sid=26
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Pastor G. Reckart
Pastor (WreckHeart) Reckart, You missed it when I pointed out that I observed many
launches from ignition to 600 miles downrange and 7 million feet in altitude. This certainly
includes the atmospheric layers in question. The way I observed the wind was to look at
the rocket's long trailing exhaust cloud.
I have videos of this and the exhausts never moved to the east in all of my observations.
The exhausts were broken up into random ragged patterns. It is Vandenberg AFB policy to
avoid upper atmospheric windshear during a launch because of the possibility of breakup
of the missile on passing through the shear. If the wind shear can breakup a missile it can
certainly breakup any cloud before it can travel over a supposed 500 miles distance. I
don't believe VAFB would launch a missile into a jetstream. Our launch constraints at
ground level for the Space Shuttle were that the winds had to be less than 27 miles per
hour depending upon the circumstances.
Are you inadvertently implying that The Lord destroyed a Thor missile as a witness to
William Branham's sermon? That the Thor missile destruction created a circular cloud? That
this cloud was shaped like the outline of the face of Jesus? That within the cloud many,
including myself, could see the images of many angels and the figure of a godlike person?
That this cloud moved, unbroken, for over 500 miles to Arizona? That perhaps the
explosion that Brother Branham heard was the missile breakup over 500 miles away? That
would be quite a miracle indeed!
I don't believe you would have the courage to call Brother Branham a liar to his face if he
were still here. Brother Branham is still alive just as are Abraham and Isaac and Jacob and
any other believer in Jesus, whether still in the flesh or not.
In Jesus, John Mark Kallio publisher, http://www.tvbn.org
jesusme wrote:
John Mark Kallio:
You are wrong! Flat out lying...
I am not dealing in the lower atmosphere clouds and you know it!
The fact is, the cloud appeared at the 140,000147,000 elevation. At this elevation
because there are no normal vapor or smoke clouds, the wind current is not seen or
observed. So, do not tell me you observed clouds at this elevation all the time. Your claim
would contradict the other claims by the Branhamites that there are no clouds at this
elevation and that is what made it a miracle cloud. Who are you trying to fool? The only
way the wind speed and direction are detected at that elevation is by balloon soundings
which are normally done every day. Unfortunately there were no soundings on
2/28/1963. However, they were made the day before and the day after. According to
Science April 19, 1963, Vol 140, No. 3564, "/A jet stream lay almost directly under the
cloud and over flagstaff, and there were peak winds of 98 knots (113mph) from the
northwest (_that is blowing northwest to southeast_) occurring over Winslow at an
altitude of about 11 kilometers. (_from 6.6 7 miles elevation_)./ // For a cloud to pass
from the lower atmosphere to the stratosphere it would have to pass through this high
wind speed for a distance of almost a half mile thick. If this was the case and a cloud was
to pass on up to the stratosphere from a lower elevation, by the time it passed through
https://web.archive.org/web/20111012041849/http://wmb1.com/portico/modules.php?name=News&file=article&sid=26
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the jet stream it would have been carried hundreds of miles to the Southeast. Now, the
fact is, Branham claimed this cloud originated right over his head 40 miles north of Tucson
in Sabino Canyon on the morning of 6/28/1963. Since the jet stream was blowing
Northwest to Southeast there is no way this cloud could be in Tucson in the AM morning
and blow nearly due North to be over Flagstaff at 6:30pm that evening. You would have
to reverse the direction of the jet stream. So do not spin your lies to me. Why didn't you
deal with the wind speeds and directions coming from Tucson toward Flagstaff that day?
Now, because of the elevation of 140,000147,000 feet of this cloud it was easy to rule
out it being a vapor cloud. Vapor clouds are NEVER seen over this section of the country.
According to Science, the same issue, there are nacreous clouds that often reach this
height in Scandinavia which heights are between "/30 kilometers and the majority lie
between 22 and 28 kilometers/." The only way possible for this to happen is if there is no
jet stream present when these vapors are condensed in the 40 degrees at this elevation.
James McDonald in his report on this cloud also mentioned the Artic nacreous clouds at the
2030 Km elevation and there are pictures of them. The only thing missing is the circle
shape. But then there were no manmade intrusions and a violent explosion to be
witnessed among these clouds either. But, who says it was a vapor cloud? I didn't! I said it
was a cloud of smoke and vaporized rocket fuel. It was Vandenberg who said they blew up
the Thor rocket at the 147,000 foot elevation around 2:00pm PST on 2/28/1963. I say the
smoke and vaporized trails was the result of the explosion in the up motion of the rocket
and then when detonated the smoke of its descent and this loop is what configured the
cloud in the upper winds and carried 3+ hours due East to be over Flagstaff at 6:30pm
MST.
McDonald in his report said this: "The Thor booster of a military satellitelaunch was
detonated at 44km at 1352 PST almost directly over Vandenberg AFB/. " This makes the
elevation of the explosion 26.4 miles above the earth at exactly the same elevation the
cloud was at over Flagstaff. Here is what he said about the wind speed: "/the Pt. Mugu
140,000 ft winds the following morning were 127mph from the west/." This means the
wind speed at the 140,000147,000 elevation would carry such a cloud due East and the
510 miles from Vandenberg to Flagstaff reached easily by 6:40pm MST exactly as it
actually happened.
James McDonald also reported the following: "No sounding was available from Pt Mugu on
the 28th; but an Acras launched at 0800 PST on March 1 indicated winds of 127mph from
the west at the 140,000 ft and 112 mph from the west at the 150,000 at that time./" Got
that John: the wind was blowing from the West to the East.... At no time was the wind at
that elevation blowing from the South to the North for Branham's claim to be true.
So do not tell me the wind speed was not there at the elevation of the cloud to carry it
from Vandenberg to Flagstaff. You can claim all your eye witness of whatever, but you will
be a liar if you claim on the day before and the day after this explosion the winds were
NOT FROM THE WEST BLOWING EAST DIRECTLY TOWARD FLAGSTAFF! That cloud was
NEVER over or near Tucson, Arizona and Branham lied. People can call it a miracle all they
want, but this alleged miracle cloud obeyed all the laws of wind speed and direction. When
did it cease being a miracle cloud and became something natural? Beside, Branham said the
visitation of the angels was in a vision:
"Realizing that our time is limited here, especially for those friends who are listening in by
this telephone, I would like to call your attention this morning to aa picture that some
time ago was taken by the camera of a vision that I had here at the Tabernacle of leaving
Indiana to Arizona, where I was to meet in the form of a pyramid, seven Angels. Not
knowing what would happen, later when I got there, thinking it was the end of my life,
https://web.archive.org/web/20111012041849/http://wmb1.com/portico/modules.php?name=News&file=article&sid=26
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that no one could stand the blast... (And I'm sure all of you are acquainted with the
story.) And then in Sabino Canyon _one morning like this, while in prayer, there had been
a sword placed in my hand and said, "This is the Word and the Sword of the Word."
Later the Angels appeared as was prophesied. And at the same time, a great cluster of
of Light left to where I was standing and moved thirty miles high in the air and around the
circle, like the wings of the Angels, and drawed into the skies a shape of a pyramid in the
same constellation of Angels that appeared (It Is The Rising Of The Sun 04/18/1965)/."
Branham here claims the original shape of the cloud was a pyramid and then high up it
became a circle. Notice he said the event of the king's sword, the cluster of light, and the
cloud all happened ONE MORNING!.
Did he call all this a vision he had? Yes! Here is a quote of his remarks on 3/17/1963: "Now,
I went up in the canyon, and I climbed way as high as I could go, and I  I  I asked the
Lord, while setting up in there, what all this meant and so forth. I was kinda bothered and
didn't know just what to do. And so, while I was praying, and strange thing happened. I 
I  I want to be honest. Now, I could've fallen asleep. It could've been like a trance, or it
could've been a  a vision. I'm more less inclined to believe that it was a vision_ that... I
had my hands out saying, "Lord, what does this blast mean, and what does these seven
Angels in a constellation of  of the pyramid_, picking me up from off the ground and
turning eastward: what does it mean (The Breach Between The Seven Church Ages And
The Seven Seals)?"
Branham knew one thing, he was not claiming he say this naturally or he would not have
taken such labor to figure it out as a sleepdream, a trance, or a vision. He finally
concluded after a reality check that it had to be a vision. So he saw angels come to him in
the figure of an inverted pyramid "V" and the saw a light and a cloud all in a vision. This is
his own words. I am not making any of it up. I can say from experience of visions I have
had that no part of the visions took on a material physical nature. In other words, if he
saw a cloud in a vision how then did something in a spiritual dimension take on a natural
material physical nature? For Branham to snatch this cloud over Flagstaff and make it a
part of his Sabino Canyon vision shows his falsehood. How come he did not mention the
cloud four (4) days later in Houston? How come he didn't mention this in any of his
meetings in March of 1963 when he allegedly unveiled the seven seals. He didn't mention
the cloud ONE TIME!
He embellished his Sabino Canyon experiences with this cloud story AFTER he read about
it in Life Magazine AND NOT BEFORE!
The cloud was a result of the Vandenberg explosion at the 140,000 foot elevation. This
same cloud slowly dissipated and changed shape right over Flagstaff.
Branham lied about the cloud. And that settles that! All who continue to use his lies to
legitimize his alleged pophecies are liars as well!
If you intend to persuade others that what I have written above is not true, then you
have shown you are a liar just like Branham. Why would you deny something documented?
Now, since you are such a claimed expert, show us how a cloud in Sabino Canyon could be
over Flagstaff at 6:30pm at the 140,000 foot elevation?
All of you in Branham false doctrines must repent and come out of that mess.
Pastor Reckart Sent: Wednesday, August 06, 2003
https://web.archive.org/web/20111012041849/http://wmb1.com/portico/modules.php?name=News&file=article&sid=26
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Subject: Re: C ome back to the Word
Pastor Reckart, You don't seem to be responding to facts that I and others
have relayed to you about the cloud. It is a lie that the cloud came from
VAFB. I worked at VAFB for 8 years and have lived next to the base for
almost 20 years. I have seen many many launches. The clouds formed
during launches do not travel east. I have never seen them travel east. I
live east of the base and the clouds have never passed over my house. I
live about 5 miles east of VAFB. The clouds have remained to the west of
my house. I can link you to color video tape if you like. Any clouds formed
become disorganized very quicky. I have never observed the formation of
a circular cloud here.
If such a cloud had formed it would have broken up very quickly. I have
helped launch and witnessed Delta rocket launches (formerly known as
Thor rockets which you mention). We launched them from SLC 2 (Space
Launch C omplex 2). Another common Minute Man missile travels 7 million
feet above the earth. None of the resulting cloud trail travels 500 miles east
to Arizona although it is visible from Arizona. If you ever witness a night
launch of the Space Shuttle you will find that it is visible for over 600 miles
distance. I have video of such a night launch. C oincidentally, I spent last
night in Flagstaff, Arizona. I have witnessed the destruction of several
rockets at VAFB of various types. The largest destruction created a 10,000
foot tall red cloud that looked like an abomb. It came close to destroying
the blockhouse containing 400 people. Many of these were my friends. It
flattened empty surrounding buildings. The red poison cloud never traveled
over Lompoc which is about 10 miles to the east. Lompoc would have been
evacuated if the cloud had traveled east.
None of the destructions I witnessed resulted in a circular cloud. Your
credibility is very low in my estimation because you continue to say things
about the cloud that are impossible to have occured. I am not a Branhamite
but I do believe that a minister who tried to prove him a liar in C anada
contracted the very disease he lied to William Branham about having. The
minister subsequently sued Brother Branham for giving him the cancer he
lied on the prayer card about. He gave himself the cancer by lying to the
Holy Spirit. Brother Branham told the minister about how the lie on the
prayer card was now the truth.
Demos Shakarian said Brother Branham was never wrong about the
contents of the prayer cards (Brother Branham was able to detect lying on
the prayer cards when it occured even though he had not read the card
himself). Without reading the prayer cards he knew what was on
them and whether they were a lie or the truth. T.L. Osborne thought highly
enough of Brother Branham to preach at his funeral. Why should we listen
to you more than to them? You don't seem to be a very mature C hristian.
In Jesus, John Mark Kallio publisher http://www.tvbn.org
The Lord Jesus has been confirming the Word of God I preach since 1972. Many, many
have repented, have been baptized in the name of Jesus Messieh (Christ), and been filled
with the Holy Ghost. Many, many have received miracles of all kinds. Many souls have
come into holiness and separation from the world through my Ministry. And I didn't need
the words of a lying prophet one time. I converted the sinner to Jesus through the words
of the Apostles Doctrine, not through Branham's tapes and books.
https://web.archive.org/web/20111012041849/http://wmb1.com/portico/modules.php?name=News&file=article&sid=26
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So, keep dreaming that the Lord is not working in the Kingdom outside you Branhamites.
You are deceived about this also. You people won't answer why Branham said truth can
come through the zodiac will you? You people won't answer why he said it was ok to join
the cult of the Masonic lodge will you? You people won't answer why he lied about the
cloud either. He lied about it was ok to be a member of the Masonic lodge. He was a liar.
He was a false prophet. All of you had better repent of spreading his lies and come out of
that manmade cult. Pastor Reckart is from me, then it's no good, because there's no good
in a man. See? They [prophets] had THUS SAITH THE LORD from their birth. And
everybody knowed that what they said come to pass. They had the Word of the Lord.
http://www.cephaslibrary.com/evangelistsevangelists_branham_3.html : Continued: Part
3

Re: William Branham's Ministry : He Lied : Part 2 (Score: 1)
by tikunji (tikunji@yahoo.co.uk) on Saturday, April 29 @ 01:14:03 EDT
(User Info | Send a Message)
YOU BLIND PASTOR LEADING THE BLIND, WILL NOT STOP YOUR LIES. THE BIBLE SAYS THE RAIN FALLS ON THE JUST AND UNJUST AS WELL. THOSE BELIEVERS YOU CLAIM TO
MAKE ARE FILLED WITH THE HOLY SPIRIT NO DOUBT BUT IT IS NOT GARANTEE TO HEAVEN. THE TYPE OF HOLY SPIRIT THAT YOU PEOPLE CLAIM BECAUSE YOU SPEAK IN A
LYING CONSISTENT TONGUE BUT DEVILS ALSO SPEAK IN TONGUES TOO. WE ARE NOT BEGGING YOU TO BELIEVE THE MESSAGE OF BRANHAM BECAUSE IT WAS NOT MEANT FOR
YOU NOR WERE YOU PREDESTINATED TO BELIEVE IT. YOU MUST PASS THROUGH THE TRIBULATION YOU BLIND GUARD. WHETHER YOU CRITICISE THE MESSAGE OR NOT IT
WILL NOT STOP GOD FROM DOING WHAT HE IS DOING. YOU ONLY DECEIVE THOSE WITH REPROBATE MINDS AS YOU BUT NOT THE ELECT OF GOD. THE SHOW DOWN IS
COMING WHEN WE WILL KNOW WHETHER THE CRIRICS OF THE MESSAGE ARE THE DEVILS OR THE BELIEVERS OF THE MESSAGE. REV. BRANHAM SPOKE SQUIRRELS INTO
EXISTENCE CAN THE DEVIL CREATE? I KNOW YOU WILL TELL ME IT WAS A LIE BUT IT WILL NOT CHANGE THAT FACT THAT HE SPOKE SQUIRRELS INTO EXISTENCE BY THE
COMMAND OF THE HOLY SPIRIT. WHETHER YOU BELIEVE IT OR NOT YOU HAVE BLASPHEMED AGAINST THE HOLY SPIRIT. CONTINUE TO LEAD YOUR BLIND PEOPLE AS YOURSELF
AND LEAVE BRANHAM AND HIS MESSAGE ALONE. WHO ARE YOU TOPRAY FOR THE BELIEVERS OF THE MESSAGE THAT THEY SHOULD BE SAVED WHEN THEY ARE ALREADY
SAVED? YOU BETTER PRAY FOR YOURSELF FIRST PLEASE PASTOR. YOU CAN'T GIVE WHAT YOU DON'T HAVE. YOU WANT TO SAFE SOMEBODY WHEN YOU HAVE NOT SAVED
YOURSELF. THE MESSAGE IF FOR THE EAGLGES OF GOD WHO WILL NOT FEED ON ROTTENED MANNER BUT ON FRESH MANNER FROM THE THRONE OF GOD. NOT FOR HAWKS
AND CROWS LIKE YOU AND YOUR SUPPORTERS. WHETHER YOU LIKE IT OR NOT THE SAME WORDS WHICH YOU ARE AGAINST NOW WILL CONDEMN YOU ONE OF THESE DAYS
AND YOU WILL BE FOUND WANTING BEFORE GOD. I AM NOT SAYING THIS TO FRIGHTENED YOU BUT BE WARNED MR. PASTOR. THE DEVIL WILL NEVER ACHIEVE WHAT HE
WANTS TO USE YOU FOR AGAINST THE ELECTS OF GOD. WE DON'T BEG PEOPLE TO BELIEVE THE MESSAGE, WHETHER NOBODY BELIEVES IT,YET IT WILL NOT CANCEL THE FACT
THAT THE MESSAGE IS THE TRUTH BUT GOD FORBID FOR THERE IS HIS BRIDE TO BELIEVE HIS PROMISED WORD OF THE HOUR. I BELIEVED THE MESSAGE BY REVELATION FROM
GOD HIMSELF. THE BIBLE SAYS THERE IS A SOLID FOUNDATION OF THE LORD WITH THESE INSCRIPTION: "THE LORD KNOWS ALL THOSE WHO ARE HIS" THAT SELTTLES IT. SO
PEOPLE CAN BE STRUGGLING TO BE FOR GOD BUT HE KNOWS HIS OWN AND HE REVEALS HIMSELF TO HIS OWN. YOU WOULD HAVE KEPT AWAY YOUR PRIDE AND HUMBLE
YOURSELF TO GOD ASKING HIM TO REVEAL TO YOU THE MINISTRY OF REV. BRANHAM RATHER THAN TALKING AGAINST WHAT YOU DON'T UNDERSTAND. WE SERVING A LIVING
GOD WHO REVEALS HIMSELF TO THOSE WHO SEEK HIM DELIGENTLY. IF YOUR OWN GOD IS DEAD MINE IS NOT DEAD HE STILL ANSWERS PRAYERS FROM A SINCERE HEART AND
NOT A DOUBLE MINEDE HEART. SO REPENT PLEASE MR. PASTOR FOR THE SAKE OF YOUR SOUL OR IF YOU ARE DETERMINED FOR THE TRIBULATION THEN THE CHOISE IS
YOURS. SATAN WILL ALWAYS OPPOSE THE TRUTH BECAUSE HE IS THE ACCUSER OF THE BRETHREN. CAN'TN YOU ASK YOURSELF THIS QUESTION THAT WHY IS THE WHOLE
WORLD EVEN OCCULT GROUPS AGAINST BRANHAM AND HIS MESSAGE IF IT IS NOT THE TRUTH. EVEN DEMONS CONGFESS THAT HE WAS A MAN OF GOD AS THEY DID TO JESUS
BUT THE PHARESEES AND THE TEACHERS OF THE LAW WERE CALLING HIM BEELZEBUB SO ITS SAME DEVIL BUT THE PEOPLE HAVE CHANGED. LET THE ELECTS OF GOD REJOICE
FOR THEIR DAY OF REDEMPTION HAS COME.
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